
Hardware Includes:
24 x Self Tapper Screws
* 12 on each side

Tools Required:
Drill Bit
Power Drill

Install shall be made entirely at your own risk. We shall not be liable for any damage which may result from the Installation.

Check Secureness

vDouble Check to make sure the sideskirt is 
pinned against sideskirt panel and is at your
desired look.

2.

Begin Drilling 

Drill through pre-existing holes using self taper
screws into the bumper until the it is secured 
tightly onto the bumper. 
Drill more holes if needed

Hardware used:
12 x Taper Screws for one side of car

3.
Hardware used for one side of bumper:
12 x Self Tapping Screw

Use Car Jacks to Hold Sideskirt 
Place sideskirt under sideskirt panel and use
car jacks to secure it in place to your desired
fitment. We will use these jacks as a guide so
when you start drilling, the side skirts will be
immobile due to the jacks pinning it against the 
car.

In the picture below we used 3 car jacks to 
immobilize the movement of the sideskirt.

1.

SIDESKIRT INSTALL



5.

REPEAT PROCESS - FROM STEP 2 6.
Hardware used for one side of bumper:
12 x Self Tapping Screw

Once the sideskirt on one side of the car is done
use a measuring tape or ruler to check how much 
the back and the front stick out past the sideskirt
under panel.
Write down the measurement 

In the picture, we used car jacks to loosen 
the tigthness of sideskirt onto the under panel 
in order to properly place the sideskirt to the new
measurement

4. Measure the Sideskirt After 1st Install

Begin Install of NEW Sideskirt
When the new sideskirt is being placed onto other
side of the car. Use measuring to tape or ruler
to measure how far the sideskirt on the other side
sticks out to get a parallel look.

PLEASE MAKE SURE SIDESKIRT IS MEASURED
AND PLACED TO THE EXACT SAME 
MEASUREMENTS AS OTHER SIDE BEFORE
DRILLING


